Classic yacht Gallant
Yacht category: Motor yachts
Destination:

Croatia

Base:

Split

Yacht type:

Motor Yacht

Length overall: 31 m
Beam:

7.3 m

Draft:

3.5 m

Guest Cabins:

5

Guests number: 10
Berths:

10

Showers/toilets: 5
Engine:

600 HP

Generator:

35kW , 50kW

Cruising Speed: 9

Dropbox Gallery Video Preview
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Fuel tank:

6000 L

Water tank:

12000 l

Year built:

refit 2021

Superstructure: fiberglass
Hull material:

wood

Boat Description
A new addition to our fleet, classic motor yacht Gallant tells a great story of tradition and a lifelong
connection with the sea.

Ivan Antišić, enthusiast and owner of the yacht Gallant, has carried out a unique project starting
from an idea that he had developed over the years. Combining tradition and wooden shipbuilding
with the requirements of the luxury market, he created a unique product that combines tradition
with modern trends in interior and yacht industry.

Motor boat Gallant is today completely renovated and luxuriously equipped to accommodate 10
passengers in 5 spacious cabins with a main goal to provide clients high class living on the sea. With
many years of experience in the luxury yachting industry, the owner will make sure to provide you
with top service.

For accommodation and service to the gastronomy, the crew on Gallant is trained to give you high
level experience and introduce you with all the beauties of Adriatic. Large outside dining and
relaxing area flows into a spacious salon, which combines modern industrial decoration with
carefully chosen classic details. Many details are handmade which gives them a special charm.
Cabins and toilets are really spacious, all air conditioned, with plenty of space for luggage and
personal belongings.

On the sun deck there is a lot of space for you to relax and sunbathe and also a gym with multiple
gym equipment (spinning bike, stepper, dumbbells, mat and more). Individual private training can
also be organized.

This “gentlemans yacht” is designed according to all safety standards for passenger ships in the ship
register class and provides you calm and relaxing sailing. During the refit in 2020 special attention
was given to making the cabins super silent with thick sound proof walls, enabling complete privacy
and comfort. Therefore, there are all the prerequisites to spend a perfect vacation on board. You just
need to come and enjoy it!

